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The Final Quest is a panoramic vision of the ultimate quest. It is about the greatest and last battle

between light and darkness, which is happening now. Published in nearly fifty languages, it

continues to call all who will go on to the greatest and most notable adventure of the age.
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The Final Quest is a panormaic vision of the ultimate quest. It is about the greatest and last barrle

between light and darkness, which is happening now. Published in nearly fifty languages, it

continues to call all who will go on to the greatest and most noble adventure of the age. --This text

refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Rick Joyner is the founder and executive director of MorningStar Ministries and Heritage

International Ministries and is the senior pastor of MorningStar Fellowship Church. He is the author

of more than forty books, including The Final Quest, a worldwide bestseller. Rick is the president of

the Oak Initiative, an interdenominational movement that is mobilizing Christians to be engaged in

theÂ  great issues in our time. Rick and his wife, Julie, have five children: Anna, Aaryn, Amber, Ben,

and Sam.

Full of revelation, this book is not only about the story of a man entering into heaven,it is also about

a story behind the story.The meaning of the dreams become very apparent for those who have



followed Rick Joiner, and Morning Star Ministries.Despite Rick and other prophets going off track

multiple times after the glory days of Vision, Warfare, Worship conferences, and the great 'Final

Quest', and 'The call" books published, they are still beloved of the Lord, into doing as well as they

can the ministry of the Lord.Read this book to learn, and compare with history, to see what has

come true of the vision Rick has received and written down in this book; written at the height of my

own salvation, and a time of global Holy Spirit outpouring!God Bless!

Sorry, I just could not get into this book.

I bought all three books and haven't finished them yet. So, this might not be a fair review. It is

refreshing to read this series in more 'story' format than a typical teaching style of reading - makes it

fun! Oh my, are Christians allowed to have fun?!

This is the second most favorite christian book of all time, with the Bible being the first. The chapter

on love and truth was so amazing that my heart was and still is captivated by the power of walking

in love as demonstrated by the Lord Himself and it is one of the most remarkable piece of literature I

have ever read. Every single paragraph is just filled with so much life and heavenly conviction that is

not condemning but it rather releases you to walk and fulfill in your calling and desire more of Jesus

every day. I recommend this for every christian.

This book is awesome, I loved it! I definitely recommend this book if you want to go deeper in the

Lord, I was blessed. The whole series is a must read and have! Buy it with confidence!

This book exposed me to the extent of love the Christ has for his church and his people.This book is

recommended for all preachers and those who do ministry work.it will open their eyes to the things

that are of importance to the Lord.ill definitely give it 5 stars because it is such a priceless body of

knowledge

Great book

Wow. This man's visions/dreams written in the form presented have really opened my eyes to the

spiritual battle raging all around me. A definite good read.
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